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Collection Summary
Identifier
UA 8.4
Title
Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering, Department of Mechanical
Engineering Records
Creator
Department of Mechanical Engineering, Jerome J. Lohr College of
Engineering, South Dakota State University
Dates
1950
Extent
0.21 linear feet -- 1 small document case
Language
English
Repository
South Dakota State University Archives and Special Collections, Hilton
M. Briggs Library, Brookings, South Dakota.

Access note
This collection is open to researchers without restrictions. The
materials in the Archives do not circulate and may be used in-house
only.
Preferred Citation
Name of item. Jerome J. Lohr College of Engineering, Department of
Mechanical Engineering Records. UA 8.4. South Dakota State
University Archives and Special Collections, Hilton M. Briggs Library,
Brookings, South Dakota.
Abstract
The Department of Mechanical Engineering is oriented toward applied
problem solving; to conduct meaningful research which broadens the
base of engineering and scientific knowledge with a regional emphasis;
and to provide technology-based and related managerial assistance to
existing and emerging businesses, industry and government. The
collection is composed of a program from the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers conference held at South Dakota State
University in 1950 and invitations to banquets for retiring faculty
members.

Historical Note
Mechanical engineering has always been taught at South Dakota State
University. In the earliest years, students could opt to take a prescribed set
of classes leading to the BS degree in Mechanical Arts (later Mechanical
Engineering). For the first two years, mechanical engineering students took
classes with civil engineering students. Specialization occurred in the junior
and senior years. In 1897, a Department of Mechanical Engineering was
established to administer mechanical engineering work. Most civil
engineering classes moved to the Department of Architectural and
Agricultural Engineering at this time, although some remained with
mechanical engineering. In 1902, when the Civil and Electrical Engineering
departments were established, the Department of Mechanical Engineering
became a fully independent department, much as it is today.
Mechanical engineering graduates have a range of career directions from
which to choose. Work is in research, development, design, testing,
manufacturing, operation and maintenance, marketing and sales, or in
management and administration.

Contents Note
This collection is composed of a program from the American Society of
Mechanical Engineers conference held at South Dakota State University in
1950 and invitations to banquets for retiring faculty members.
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Administrative Information
Conditions Governing Access
This collection is open to researchers without restrictions. The materials in
the Archives do not circulate and may be used in-house only.
Researchers conducting extensive research are asked to make an advance
appointment to access archival material. Please call or e-mail prior to visiting
the collection and indicate as much detail as possible about a particular topic
and intended use.
South Dakota State University supports access to the materials, published
and unpublished, in its collections. Nonetheless, access to some items may
be restricted as a result of their fragile condition or by contractual
agreements with donors.
Copyright note
Copyright restrictions apply in different ways to different materials. Many of
the documents and other historical materials in the Archives are in the public
domain and may be reproduced and used in any way. There are other
materials in the Archive carrying a copyright interest and must be used
according to the provisions of Title 17 of the U.S. Code. The Archive issues a
warning concerning copyright restrictions to every researcher who requests
copies of documents. Although the copyright law is under constant
redefinition in the courts, it is ultimately the responsibility of the researcher
to properly use copyrighted material.
Arranged and Described by
Crystal J. Gamradt, 1999 March 3, additions made August 19.

Container List
Box Folder Description
1
1
American Society of Mechanical Engineers
Conference (program)
1
2
Retirement banquets for Christianson, Ken and
Knofczynski, Clayton (invitation)

Date(s)
1950
undated

